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Karakoram

Minapin (Diran), 23,861 ft, first ascent 1968 With reference to my comments
in A.J. 74 225 about our failure to obtain permission for Minapin, and the
subsequent success of the Austrian party (A.J. 74 217), I would like to say
that I have since heard from Hanns Schell that his expedition definitely had
made an official application to climb in the Karakoram in 1968. They were
informed in the early part of 1967 that permission would not be given for 1968,
and they did not press the matter. Their planning was diverted to the Hindu
Kush. In May 1968 they wrote to the Department of Tourism in Lahore and
were given a list of places open to foreigners. Although the area for which they
had previously applied was still rejected, the Minapin area was now an 'open
zone'. They therefore contravened no regulations and the comments in my note
are not appropriate to them. It still appears, however, that by perseyerance
with the 'tourist style' of expedition in Pakistan a small group can succeed
where a larger one may not. John Allen

Malubiting North Peak, 6843 ro, first ascent 1969 Polish Karakoram
expedition. Z. Heinrich, A. Kus, R. Petrycki, R. Szafirski (leader). The party
set up their Base Camp on the Chogolungma glacier on 17 September, and
after establishing three high camps, climbed Malubiting North Peak, 6843 m,
(photo-A.J. 67168), on 8 October. Two days later they made an unsuccessful
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attempt on the highest of the group, Malubiting West, 7453 m, reaching c
7100 m. They also made what is believed to be the first ascent of a col, c 5840 m,
providing a crossing from the Chogolungma to the Barpu glacier in the north.
On 17 October they evacuated their Base Camp, reaching Skardu on the 30th
and Rawalpindi on 2 November. Being exceptionally late in the season for high
ascents, the climbers experienced temperatures of - 34°C on 10 October
at 7000 m. At the time of writing the highest peak of the Malubiting group is
still unclimbed.

Col Goodwin's reDliniscences Many British mountaineers on their way to
climb in Pakistan have stayed with Colonel E. R. Goodwin at his house in
Rawalpindi. Each evening the toils of the day are forgotten in the enjoyment of
listening to hjs reminiscences of the orth-west frontier. A limited edition
of some of his stories is available for £I, from Mrs J. Pott, 56 Addison Avenue,
London WII.

Kashmir 19691

Future prospects I see that large numbers of expeditions go to the Afghal1i
stan-Chitral areas and very few to Kashmir. The Kolahoi-Sonamarg area h,s
many beautiful peaks and aiguilles in the 16,ccO-I8,coo ft range, sadly little
visited, and the Eastern Kishtwar area has much higher peaks. This whole
area is completely free of the need for any visas or permits. John Ray

HaraDlukh, 16,872 ft On I September by a team led by S. R. Khan and
sponsored by the Regional Engineering College, Srinagar

'Cashbrair'-correction The account of the first ascent in A.J. 74226 is
incorrect in that no peak of this name exists: another local name for Kolahoi
(17,799 ft) is Gashbrer, and it is possible that some other peak around the
Kolahoi glacier has been climbed and rrusidentified.

Kishtwar HiDlalaya expedition C. R.A. Clarke (leader), Mrs B. Harriss, J. C.
Harriss; Lt K. Kumar, Indian Army. ear the small town of Kishtwar the river
Chenab is joined by its main tributary from the north, the river Marau. Three
glacial valleys drain south-west into the Marau, descending from an area of
impressive but little known mountains some fifty miles south of un Kun.
The northern valley, the Kiar nullah has at its head the Pml glacier, and on the
s:mthern side is flanked by fine peaks, dominated by Sickle Moon, 6574 m
[lIS]. The central glaciers, the Brammah complex, lead to a number of high

I We are indebted to ]agdish anavati and Soli Mehta for the majority of this and
the following information on India.
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